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Abstract

The cathode material NaxFePO4 of sodium-ion batteries exhibits complex

phase segregation thermodynamics with the existence of an intermediate

phase, and large volume change during (dis)charging. A virtual multiscale

modeling chain is established to construct a 3D anisotropic electro-chemo-

mechanical phase-eld model based on rst-principles calculations for NaxFePO4,

which considers phase changes, electrochemical reactions, anisotropic dif-

fusion, anisotropic mist strain, and anisotropic elasticity, as well as the

concentration-dependence of the elasticity tensor. The elastic properties of

NaxFePO4 are determined by rst-principles for the rst time. We investi-

gate how surface reaction kinetics and crystal anisotropy inuence the full 3D
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microstructure evolution, with results that include phase evolution, interface

morphology, and stress evolution in NaxFePO4 particles. We nd that the

existence of 1D Na diusion channels leads to a kinetically arrested state of

single wave propagation along [010]. Furthermore, defect-actuated in-plane

diusion induces low-energy single wave propagation along [100] controlled

by the concentration dependent anisotropic elasticity tensor. In addition, the

morphology of the double wave propagation along [010] is more prone to par-

ticle cracking and mechanical degradation. Beyond NaxFePO4, the ndings

of this work point towards opportunities to engineer desired phase behavior

with better mechanical stability by defect-actuated out-of-1D diusion of an

intercalation electrode material.

Keywords: Sodium-ion batteries, Microstructure evolution, Anisotropic

elasticity, Phase-eld approach, First-principles

1. Introduction

Intercalation electrode materials commonly exhibit phase changes dur-

ing regular operation. One aspect that has attracted attention is how to

model the complex thermodynamics of phase segregation of electrode mate-

rials and to elucidate the interaction between microstructure evolution and

mechanics. On the one hand, the mechanics plays a nontrivial role in phase

evolution, leading to a variety of phase morphologies, e.g., as observed in

olivine LiFePO4 [1–3], a widely used cathode material for lithium-ion batter-

ies (LIBs). LiFePO4 posseses strong anisotropies of diusion [4] and elastic-

ity [5]. On the other hand, interphase morphology within single particles is

directly related to possible degradation mechanisms of the battery. The re-
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spective phases of such an electrode material have dierent lattice constants

which, in turn, induces large concentration gradients at a mesoscopic scale

and also large stress magnitudes. These phenomena lead to particle cracking

and capacity loss [6–15].

Over the past decades LIBs have attracted intensive attention for electro-

chemical energy storage. The current enormous utilization of LIBs combined

with the limited availabilty of lithium and its uneven international distribu-

tion is subject of serious concern. In contrast to lithium, sodium is widely

available throughout the world, is abundant, is low cost. Thus, sodium-ion

batteries (NIBs), having comparable energy density [16–18], become a po-

tential promising alternative to LIBs. Olivine NaFePO4 becomes one of the

best candidates for the cathode materials of NIBs due to its higher voltage,

higher theoretical specic capacity, and thermal stability [19]. Although

olivine NaFePO4 exhibits the same crystal structure as olivine LiFePO4

[20, 21], its phase segregation thermodynamics is quite dierent. In con-

trast to LixFePO4 (LiFPO), where transformation from a low concentration

phase, FePO4, into a high concentration phase, LiFePO4, and vice versa oc-

curs directly [22], NaxFePO4 (NaFPO) goes through an intermediate state,

Na2/3FePO4 [23] upon transforming from the sodium-poor to the sodium-

rich phase and vice versa. At room temperature, for 0 < x < 2/3, phase

segregation of NaFPO into a low concentration phase FePO4 and a high

concentration phase Na2/3FePO4 is suitable. A single-phase region is favor-

able for 2/3 < x < 1. In addition, the volume change between FePO4 and

NaFePO4 is about 17%, and even the volume extension from the sodium-

poor phase to the intermediate state is nearly 2 times that for LiFPO upon
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full lithiation [23].

Phase separation causes spatial heterogeneity, which entangles the in-

terpretation of experimental observations and usually obviates the classical

assumption of a core-shell structure, e.g., for LiFPO [24–27]. Thermody-

namic phase-eld modeling can be a consistent and accurate option to de-

scribe phase changes accompanied by diusion. A Cahn-Hilliard phase-eld

model, which is weakly nonlocal [28], depends on a continuous order param-

eter, leading to diuse interfaces between phases without the troublesome

tracking of the sharp interface position [29]. Although many intercalation

electrode materials exhibit phase separation, phase-eld models have been

nearly merely focused on LiFPO [1–3, 30–35]. Until now, all phase-eld sim-

ulations of NaFPO have been limited to isotropic simplications for diusion

and mechanics, and also limited to 1D or 2D for a quasistatic insertion pro-

cess [36–39]. A phase-eld model for NaFPO was investigated for the rst

time for a spherically symmetric boundary value problem [36]. However,

the phase-eld model [36] is based on the standard regular solution func-

tion [40, 41]. Recently, a multiwell potential for NaFPO for the full range

of sodium concentration has been constructed by tting to an experimental

open-circuit voltage, and then used to investigate 2D phase evolution dur-

ing the whole process of sodiation [39]. It was found that the appearance

of an intermediate phase not only explains the phenomenon of varying sol-

ubility limits but also causes a decrease in sodiation stress magnitudes. To

our knowledge, neither experimental reports nor theoretical works have re-

vealed the full 3D microstructure evolution for NaFPO, and thus have not

addressed 3D phase evolution, anisotropic phase boundary morphologies, and
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stress generation in 3D.

The evolution of phase segregation and the underlying mechanisms in in-

tercalation materials are dicult to ascertain due to the intricate phase mor-

phologies observed. Once the nucleation energy barrier is overcome, phase

nucleation is spontaneous, but it is dicult to observe phase nucleation ex-

perimentally [31]. Also, it is a computational challenge to resolve the complex

moving interface morphologies during phase change in intercalation materials

in a satisfactorily accurate way due to the fact that the initiation and sub-

sequent development of phase nucleation may happen in a relatively rapid

manner compared to the diusion process. What is more, in order to accu-

rately describe the non-equilibrium behavior in terms of anisotropic phase

boundary morphologies and stresses, crystal anisotropy has to be taken into

account for intercalation electrode materials, including anisotropic diusion,

anisotropic mist strain, as well as anisotropic elasticity.

Anisotropic phase-eld models have been almost entirely focused on

LiFPO. Singh et al. [30] developed a 2D depth averaged model without

mechanics, and predicted the LiFePO4/FePO4 phase boundary to propagate

along [100] like a ”travelling wave”. This depth-averaged approximation ap-

plies to thin plate-like particles where diusion in channels along [010] is

much quicker than surface reactions, leading to a quasi-equilibrium lithium

composition distribution along [010]. Cogswell and Bazant [1] subsequently

incorporated elastic strain energy into the 2D depth averaged model using

elastic constants independent of both the lithium concentration and the ma-

terial phase, to study the inuence of stresses on the phase morphology in

square LiFPO particles. Their anisotropic elasticity tensor and mist strain
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analysis predicted that [101] phase boundary is energetically favorable, and

they attributed experimental observation of [100] phase boundary [24, 26]

to a fractional loss of mist strain in [001], resulting from dislocations or

cracks. However, they performed their phase-eld simulations by consider-

ing just relaxation at constant average lithium concentration, rather than

phase evolution during a time dependent insertion process.

A close inspection of the complicated phase morphologies from experi-

ments shows that it is necessary to carry out full 3D simulations with the

appropriate anisotropies accounted for. To the best of our knowledge, no

works have studied full 3D anisotropic phase-eld simulations of NaFPO,

and even for LiFPO there are only a few corresponding studies. Welland et

al. [33] developed a 3D chemo-mechanical phase-eld model and investigated

the steady states of spherical LiFPO crystals. However, the electrochemical

reaction often described by the Butler-Volmer equation is not taken into ac-

count in their model. For these 3D phase-eld models for LiFPO [2, 3], the

elasticity tensor is assumed to be independent of composition, taken to be

the average values of the elasticity tensors of LiFePO4 and FePO4. More-

over, the generation of stresses in 3D has not yet been investigated during

insertion/extraction in the 3D phase-eld models described above [2, 3, 33].

In this work, a 3D anisotropic electro-chemo-mechanical phase-eld model

is developed, accounting for phase changes including nucleation and spinodal

decomposition, electrochemical reactions, anisotropic diusion, anisotropic

mist strain, and anisotropic elasticity, as well as the concentration depen-

dence of the elasticity tensor. At present, there are no available experimental

data on the elastic properties of NaFPO. Here, a virtual multiscale model-
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ing chain is established to construct an anisotropic electro-chemo-mechanical

model based on rst-principles calculations for NaFPO. For this purpose,

the elastic properties of NaFPO are calculated from rst-principles for the

rst time. In addition, based on an open circuit voltage calculated by rst-

principles, as well, a multiwell potential is determined for NaxFePO4, ac-

counting for both two-phase segregation between FePO4 and Na2/3FePO4

and the single-phase region. We investigate how kinetic competition between

surface reactions and diusion, as well as crystal anisotropy inuence the full

3D microstructure evolution of NaFPO, and capture the dynamics for four

dierent phase-separating processes. We envision that a desired phase be-

havior with better mechanical stability, and thus better battery performance,

may be achieved by defect-actuated out-of-1D diusion for an intercalation

electrode material.

2. Methods

2.1. A virtual multiscale modeling chain

2.1.1. First-principles calculations

All rst-principles calculations were performed in the framework of density-

functional theory (DFT) [42, 43] employing the Projector Augmented Wave

(PAW) [44] method as implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation

Package (VASP) [45–47]. The exchange-correlation eects were described

by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerho (PBE) functional [48]. In the calculations, to properly describe

the localized (strongly correlated) d-electrons, the U parameters [49] in the d

orbitals are set to UFePO4
= 5.90 eV and UNaFePO4

= 4.70 eV. The exchange
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constant J=1 eV is used for both compounds. The calculations were opti-

mized using 4×6×6 k-point mesh, with a plane wave cuto of 600 eV, and

a convergency within 1 × 10−5 eV per supercell. The atomic positions and

volume are relaxed without any restriction.

NaxFePO4 compounds are simulated in orthorhombic olivine structures,

having Pnma space group, consisting of sixfold coordinated Fe ions sur-

rounded by oxygen atoms forming layers of edge-sharing octahedra and four-

fold coordinated P ions as an interlayer. The experimental lattice parameters

of FePO4 are taken from [50] (a=9.7599 Å, b=5.7519 Å, and c=4.7560 Å).

For all calculations, a C-type antiferromagnetic conguration is chosen

for the magnetic ground-state structure. We have applied symmetric distor-

tion matrices to the equilibrium unit cell of NaFePO4 and FePO4 containing

four formula units for elastic constants. The time-step for ionic motion has

been set to 0.015 to minimize the inuence of higher-order terms on the

elastic constants.

The bulk modulus K, shear modulus G, and Young’s modulus E are

estimated from the calculated elastic constants cij (i, j = 1, ..., 6), according

to the Voigt, Reuss, and Hill approximations. Based on the Voigt approxi-

mation, the bulk modulus and shear modulus are given by

KV =
1

9
(c11 + c22 + c33) +

2

9
(c12 + c13 + c23), (1)

GV =
1

15
(c11 + c22 + c33 − c12 − c13 − c23) +

1

5
(c44 + c55 + c66). (2)

According to the Reuss approximation, the bulk and shear moduli are

8
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expressed by

KR =
1

(s11 + s22 + s33) + 2(s12 + s13 + s23)
, (3)

GR =

1

4(s11 + s22 + s33)− 4(s12 + s13 + s23) + 3(s44 + s55 + s66)
,

(4)

using the compliance tensor S which is calculated as the inverse of the elas-

ticity tensor, S = C−1.

The upper and lower limits of the true polycrystalline modulus are repre-

sented by the Voigt and Reuss approximations. The arithmetic mean values

of Voigt’s and Reuss’s moduli is raised by Hill

KH =
1

2
(KR +KV ), (5)

GH =
1

2
(GR +GV ). (6)

The Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν are given by

E =
9KG

3K +G
, (7)

ν =
3K − 2G

2(3K +G)
. (8)

2.1.2. Anisotropic electro-chemo-mechanical phase-eld model

We develop an anisotropic electro-chemo-mechanical phase-eld model

for NaFPO. The system free energy of some subdomain of volume V is ex-

pressed by

Ψ(c, grad c, ε) =



B



ψh(c) + ψgd(grad c) + ψe(c, ε)


dV, (9)

9
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where ψh is the homogeneous Helmholtz free energy density that denes the

respective phases, which is constructed in the form

ψh = kBTrefNAcmax



µ̄0c̄+
T

Tref

(c̄ ln c̄+ (1− c̄) ln (1− c̄))

+c̄(1− c̄)
n



i=1

αi(1− 2c̄)i−1



. (10)

Here, c̄ is the normalized sodium concentration scaled with the maximum

concentration cmax as c̄ = c/cmax. NA , Tref , and kB are the Avogadro

constant, reference temperature, and Boltzmann constant, respectively. The

rst term on the right hand side of Equation (10) is the reference chemical

potential [1, 51, 52], and the terms related to T denote the entropy of mixing.

We use the Redlich-Kister equation [53] to describe the enthalpic eect. The

coecients αi represent the weight of enthalpy. Later the unknown parame-

ters above will be determined by tting the DFT based open-circuit voltage

to capture the two-phase segregation between FePO4 and Na2/3FePO4, as

well as the single-phase region. The gradient energy density

ψgd = kBTrefNAcmax



1

2
λ| grad c̄|2



(11)

leads to a diuse interface between phases with λ being a material constant

with units of length squared. The elastic strain energy density ψe is given by

ψe =
1

2
ε
e : C(c̄) : εe. (12)

Here we account for anisotropic elasticity. The rank-4 orthotropic elasticity

tensor C is assumed to be concentration-dependent in the form

C(c̄) = (1− c̄)CFePO4
+ c̄CNaFePO4

, (13)

10
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which is a linear interpolation between CFePO4
and CNaFePO4

, the elasticity

tensors for FePO4 and NaFePO4, respectively. The elastic strain tensor εe is

expressed by

ε
e = ε− ε

s, (14)

where ε is the total strain tensor

εij =
1

2
(ui,j + uj,i) (15)

with ui being the displacement vector. ε
s is the concentration-dependent

stress-free strain, which is given by

ε
s = c̄ε0, (16)

where ε
0 is the anisotropic mist strain.

The stress can be obtained from the free energy density as [54]

T =
∂ψ(c, grad c, ε)

∂ε
= C :



ε− c̄ε0


. (17)

The driving force for diusion is obtained from carrying out the variation

δΨ(c, grad c, ε) with respect to the sodium concentration giving

δΨ(c, grad c, ε) =



B

dV (
∂ψmwp

∂c
− kBTrefNAλ div (grad c̄)−

1

cmax

ε
0 : T

+
1

2cmax

ε
e : (CNaFePO4

−CFePO4
) : εe)δc

+



∂B

dA
kBTrefNA

cmax

λ grad c · n⃗δc. (18)

Equation (18) yields the natural boundary condition on the entire boundary

∂B as

grad c · n⃗ = 0, (19)

11
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which enforces that the interface between phases intersects the particle sur-

face perpendicularly [1]. Thus, the chemical potential is dened as the vari-

ational derivative of the total free energy with respect to the sodium concen-

tration

µ =
δΨ

δc

=
∂ψmwp

∂c
− kBTrefNAλ div (grad c̄)−

1

cmax

ε
0 : T

+
1

2cmax

ε
e : (CNaFePO4

−CFePO4
) : εe. (20)

It should be noticed that the last term on the right hand side of Equation

(20) is induced by the concentration-dependence of elasticity tensor C.

The mass ux is dened as the amount of Na per reference volume

owing with a certain velocity of Na atoms v⃗Na

J⃗ = c v⃗Na = −cM · gradµ, (21)

where the gradient of the chemical potential leads to the development of the

velocity eld. A non-negative denite mobility tensor M is chosen according

to

M (c) =
cmax − c

kBTrefNAcmax

B, (22)

which decreases with increasing lattice site occupancy. The diusivity tensor

is diagonal, Bij = Diiδij. Similar to olivine LiFPO4 [4], defect-free olivine

NaFePO4 also exhibits a 1D diusion channel along (010). It should be

noticed that both modeling [55] and experiment [56, 57] shows that antisite

defects can enhance isotropy of the diusion in olivine LiFePO4.

Finally, the balances of mass and linear momentum, respectively, lead

12
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to the eld equations

∂c

∂t
= div (cM (c) gradµ) , (23)

divT = 0⃗. (24)

Equation (23) is the mechanically coupled diusion equation, while Equation

(24) represents mechanical equilibrium. The eld equations need to be solved

for given initial and boundary conditions.

The electrochemical reaction

Na+ + e− → Na (25)

takes place at the interface between electrode and electrolyte, and the reac-

tion rate is qualied by the phenomenological Butler-Volmer equation [58–

60], which relates the current density i to surface overpotential η at the

interface between electrode and electrolyte as

i = i0



exp



(1− β)
Fη

kBTrefNA

− exp



−β
Fη

kBTrefNA



, (26)

where i0 is the exchange current density

i0 = k0F (1− c̄)exp



(1− β)µ+

kBTrefNA



exp



βµ

kBTrefNA



(27)

with k0 is the reaction rate constant with the unit of mol/m2s. The electron-

transfer symmetry factor is denoted with β, and F is the Faraday constant.

Since the species moves in the electrolyte much faster than in the active host

material, the chemical potential in the electrolyte µ+ is set to be zero for

simplicity [58]. The surface overpotential η is dened as

η = ∆ϕ−

µ+ − µ

F
= ∆ϕ+

µ

F
, (28)
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where ∆ϕ is the voltage drop across interface between electrode and elec-

trolyte, which provides the driving force for Na insertion/extraction and

phase changes. We now combine Equations (26) - (28) to obtain the Na

ux at the interface between electrode and electrolyte as

J = −

i

F
= k0(1− c̄)



exp



−β
F∆ϕ

kBTrefNA



− exp



µ+ (1− β)F∆ϕ

kBTrefNA



.(29)

It is crucial that through Equations (20) and (29) not only the Na concen-

tration, but also its Laplacian (via the gradient energy) and the anisotropies

of elasticity and deformation (via the elastic strain energy) contribute to the

reaction rate. For the anisotropic diusion case, the [010] particle surfaces

are taken to be in contact with the electrolyte with the Na ux given by

Equation (29), and no ux is applied to other particle surfaces. On the other

hand, the Na ux is imposed according to Equation (29) on all surfaces for

the isotropic diusion case.

The particle is traction free at the surfaces:

T · n⃗ = 0⃗. (30)

2.2. Material parameters and implementation

2.2.1. The calculated open circuit voltage

Fig. 1a shows the open circuit voltage estimated from DFT calcula-

tions (for a description of the calculation of the open circuit voltage by DFT

see [61]). All calculations are based on relaxed states. We t the open-

circuit voltage to the calculated data with respect to the unknown param-

eters of the homogeneous Helmholtz free energy density (10), see Fig. 1a.

We obtain a good t with the calculated open-circuit voltage curve with

14
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n = 3, µ̄0 = −113.23,α1 = 1.018,α2 = 3.501, and α3 = −0.792, in partic-

ular at higher concentrations. The deviation at low concentration might be

attributed to inhomogenieties in the experimental samples. The tting re-

sults are consistent with those in [39] obtained by tting to the experimental

open-circuit voltage curve. For the detailed tting method, please refer to

[39]. As a result, the dimensionless Landau free energy density [51, 52]

ψ̄mwp =
ψmwp

kBTrefNAcmax

= ψ̄h(c̄)−
∂ψ̄h(0.666)

∂c̄
c̄ = ψ̄h(c̄) + 114.25c̄ (31)

shows a doublewell structure with two dierent relative minima at c̄ = 0.01

and c̄ = 0.666, characterizing the low concentration phase FePO4 and the

high concentration phase Na2/3FePO4, respectively, see Fig. 1b. The single-

phase region is represented by the convex shape (2/3 < c̄ < 1) of the multiwell

potential .
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Fig. 1. (a) Voltage proles estimated from our DFT calculations and experiment [62],

and t of the open-circuit voltage to the calculated data. (b) The multiwell potential

of NaFPO. (c) Schematics of prismatic-like single-crystalline particles of NaFPO with

1D Na diusion channels along (010) and anisotropic mist strain between FePO4 and

Na2/3FePO4. Channels are stacked in layers parallel to the yz plane. For each direction,

the corresponding Miller index and space group Pnma axis are shown in parentheses.
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2.2.2. The calculated elastic properties

The lattice parameters and elastic constants obtained from GGA and

GGA+U calculations are shown in Table 1. The calculated lattice param-

eters are slightly larger than experimental values determined by Rietveld

renements of the XRD pattern [23], and all the lattice constants a, b, and

c increase when sodium is inserted into FePO4 which is consistent with ex-

perimental measurements [23].

The elastic constants c11 and c44 are larger for FePO4 than for NaFePO4,

although FePO4 is softer. See the Supporting Information for a detailed

discussion of this phenomenon. The constants c11 (c22) of FePO4 (NaFePO4)

are obviously larger than other elastic constants, leading to a pronounced

elastic anisotropy. The calculated bulk, Young’s, and shear moduli, based on

the approximations by Voigt, Reuss and Hill’s empirical averages are listed

in Table 2. It is found that, NaFePO4 exhibits smaller values for bulk, shear,

and Young’s moduli than those of LiFePO4 calculated by Maxisch and Ceder

[5].

2.3. Implementation

Fig. 1c shows the schematic of a prismatic-like single-crystalline par-

ticle of NaFPO with 1D Na diusion channels along (010) and anisotropic

mist strain between FePO4 and Na2/3FePO4 [23]. Consideration of the

two phase region shows that, the a, b and c axes increase by 4.5, 4.7 and

3.0%, respectively, for NaxFePO4 (x = 0 to 2/3) but by 5.1, 3.6 and -1.9

% [63], respectively, for LixFePO4 (x = 0 to 1). Thus NaFPO exhibits a

more isotropic expansion than its lithium counterpart. For the purpose of

achieving representative statements, in our simulations we consider a full
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Table 1

The calculated lattice parameters (given in Å) and elastic constants (given in GPa) of

FePO4 and NaFePO4 compounds.

FePO4 FePO4 NaFePO4 NaFePO4

GGA GGA+U GGA GGA+U

a[Å] 9.947 9.964 10.453 10.553

b[Å] 5.945 5.889 6.256 6.268

c[Å] 4.890 4.868 5.014 5.014

V [Å3] 289.20 285.67 327.93 331.66

c11 162.4 179.4 75.3 104.2

c22 111.7 152.8 213.6 172.3

c33 139.0 142.7 112.4 144.2

c44 45.2 51.9 54.2 47.7

c55 28.6 35.7 6.8 31.2

c66 38.2 42.1 44.1 45.2

c12 18.4 33.8 26.2 69.1

c13 66.4 68.3 82.4 83.5

c23 18.0 27.0 10.6 60.6

ρ[g/cm3] 3.51 3.47 3.45 3.49

3D single-crystalline particle with cubic morphology of size L = 500nm. A

voltage drop ∆ϕ = −50mV is applied to provide a driving force for Na in-

sertion into particles. The electron-transfer symmetry factor β is set to 0.5.

The material parameters for NaFPO are summarized in Table 3. The av-
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Table 2

The calculated polycrystalline bulk, Young, and shear modulus in GPa, as well as the

Poisson ratio obtained with GGA+U.

Averaging scheme Bulk modulus Young’s modulus Shear modulus Poisson’s ratio

FePO4

Voigt KV = 81.45 EV = 122.46 GV = 49.00 νV = 0.2494

Reuss KR = 79.30 ER = 116.56 GR = 46.44 νR = 0.2550

Hill KH = 80.37 EH = 119.51 GH = 47.72 νH = 0.2522

NaFePO4

Voigt KV = 94.13 EV = 101.99 GV = 38.65 νV = 0.3194

Reuss KR = 91.45 ER = 88.49 GR = 33.05 νR = 0.3387

Hill KH = 92.79 EH = 95.28 GH = 35.85 νH = 0.3289

erage concentration cavg, also called “state of charge” (SOC), is dened as

cavg =


B
c̄dV/V , and Ψ̄avg =



B
ψ̄dV/V is the dimensionless average system

free energy, see also Equation (9).

Since the diusion equation (23) involves fourth-order spatial derivatives

in concentration and third-order spatial derivatives in displacement, the stan-

dard nite element method with C0-continuous Lagrange basis functions is

not sucient for discretization. To overcome this numerical diculty, we

introduce the chemical potential as an additional degree of freedom to split

this fourth order partial dierential equation into two second-order equations.

This coupled system is described by the three equations (20), (23), and (24)

with the independent variables c, µ, and u⃗, respectively. The resulting set

of equations is rst written in weak form (see the Supporting Information),

and then implemented in the nite-element, multiphysics framework MOOSE
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[64]. 3-D simulations are run on 224, 448 or 1008 processors and take up to

a maximum of 13 days. For more detailed numerical methods, please refer

to the Supporting Information.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. 3D microstructure evolution

In order to investigate the inuence of kinetic competition between sur-

face reactions and bulk diusion on microstructure evolution during sodium

insertion, the Damköhler number

Daii =
k0L

cmaxDii

(32)

is introduced which compares reaction and diusion time scales. Consistent

with the denition of Daii, we will study four dierent regimes of phase-

separating dynamics, including isotropic surface-reaction-limited (SRL) dy-

namics, isotropic bulk-diusion-limited (BDL) dynamics, anisotropic SRL

dynamics, and anisotropic BDL dynamics, as summarized in Table 4.

3.1.1. Isotropic surface-reaction-limited dynamics

First, we focus on the isotropic SRL regime where surface reactions

are slower than bulk diusion in all directions. Fig. 2 shows the system

free energy evolution of NaFPO by the solid line, while the evolution of the

3D microstructure and the corresponding maximum principal stress, σI , is

shown in Fig. 3. For comparison purposes, the dimensionless multiwell po-

tential versus normalized concentration is also entered in Fig. 2. The solid

line coinciding with the normalized multiwell potential curve corresponds to

homogeneous states whereas the solid line nearby the path of the Maxwell
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Table 3

The material parameters for NaFPO.

Parameters Values

µ̄0 -113.23

α1 1.018

α2 3.501

α3 -0.792

λ 1.8× 10−17 (m2) [36]

D 1× 10−15 (m2/s) [36]

cmax 2.1× 104 (mol/m3) [36]

ε
0











4.5% 0 0

0 4.7% 0

0 0 3%











[23]

CFePO4





























179.4 33.8 68.3 0 0 0

33.8 152.8 27.0 0 0 0

68.3 27.0 142.7 0 0 0

0 0 0 51.9 0 0

0 0 0 0 35.7 0

0 0 0 0 0 42.1





























(GPa)

CNaFePO4





























104.2 69.1 83.5 0 0 0

69.1 172.3 60.6 0 0 0

83.5 60.6 144.2 0 0 0

0 0 0 47.7 0 0

0 0 0 0 31.2 0

0 0 0 0 0 45.2





























(GPa)
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Table 4

Four regimes of phase-separating dynamics.

Parameters Formulations Notes

Isotropic SRL Da11 = Da22 = Da33 = 3.47× 10−5 D11 = D22 = D33 = D

Isotropic BDL Da11 = Da22 = Da33 = 7 D11 = D22 = D33 = D

Anisotropic SRL Da22 = 3.47× 10−5 D11 = D33 = 0, D22 = D

Anisotropic BDL Da22 = 7 D11 = D33 = 0, D22 = D

construction connecting the neighborhoods of the two minima by a com-

mon tangent indicates phase segregated states. Interestingly, the curve of

the system free energy exhibits ve ”kinks” (A-E) in the form of a sharp

dropping process of the system free energy. What is the physical behavior

underlying these ”kinks”? The insertion process initially takes place through

an almost homogeneous lling throughout the particle. Once cavg gets close

to 7.266%, the high concentration phase Na2/3FePO4 rst nucleates at the

particle corners. The initiation of phase nucleation manifests itself macro-

scopically through the rst ”kink” A in the system free energy curve shown in

Fig. 2. In a short nucleation period, more sodium-rich islands quickly form

along the particle edges (see cavg = 7.27%), and then the four sodium-rich

islands at the [001] edges coalesce into two individual sodium-rich domains at

particle corners, while the sodium-rich islands at the center of the [100] edges

shrink and disappear (see cavg = 7.291%), leading to a decrease in the number

of individual sodium-rich islands and thus the minimization of the total sys-

tem free energy. The stresses are mainly focused at the interface between the

low concentration phase FePO4 and the intermediate phase Na2/3FePO4. As

insertion proceeds, when cavg approaching 9.521%, the smaller Na2/3FePO4
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nuclei at particle corners disappear, and the larger one expands quickly along

[001] but shows much slower expansion in other directions, corresponding to

the second ”kink” B shown in Fig. 2. Such expansion anisotropy can be

attributed to the anisotropic mist strain between FePO4 and Na2/3FePO4,

which is smallest along [001] (3%) but along [100] is 4.5% and along [010] is

4.7%. Thus the elastic strain energy supports preferential phase expansion

along [001] to reduce stresses at the interface.

Fig. 2. Normalized average system free energy Ψ̄avg and, for comparison, normalized

multiwell potential ψ̄mwp as function of cavg and c̄, respectively.

After an initial fast expansion along [001], when cavg approaching 29.24%,
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a quasi-equilibrium intercalation-wave is formed, corresponding to the third

”kink” C shown in Fig. 2. During the single wave propagation period, the

phase boundary between FePO4 and Na2/3FePO4 moves along [100], and has

a curved shape instead of a at interface perfectly aligned with [010], and it

changes from convex to concave. Near the particle surface, in the absence of

surface wetting, the phase boundary bends and is perpendicular to each par-

ticle side. This growth direction along [100] agrees well with the experimental

observation of LiFPO [24, 26].

Fig. 3. Evolution of the 3D microstructure and the corresponding maximum principal

stress σI as functions of cavg during sodium insertion for the isotropic SRL regime.

The lling of Na ions proceeds through the motion of this phase bound-

ary until the intercalation-wave reaches the other [100] facet, corresponding

to the fourth ”kink” D shown in Fig. 2. The minimization of the total sys-
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tem free energy leads to the abrupt appearance of a sodium-poor cylindrical

island along [001], see cavg = 54.843%. When cavg grows to 61.239%, the

sodium-poor island shrinks into an intricate phase morphology with a ”sin-

gular point”, and then the intermediate phase Na2/3FePO4 quickly occupies

all of the particle, corresponding to the fth ”kink” E shown in Fig. 2. In

the single-phase region, the insertion process occurs through the formation

of a solid solution NaxFePO4, leading to an almost homogeneous state. It

should be noticed that the single-phase region is almost stress-free due to

the sluggish Na surface insertion kinetics such that almost no gradient in Na

distribution occurs.

3.1.2. Isotropic bulk-diusion-limited dynamics

When bulk diusion in all directions is much slower than surface reac-

tions, a shrinking-core morphology is formed in the isotropic BDL regime as

shown in Fig. 4. Na atoms start accumulating at the corners of the particle,

and quickly pile up at the edges of the particle, see cavg = 4%, since the

inserted Na atoms do not have enough time to diuse inside the particle. At

later times, the nuclei at the edges of the particle coarsen to form a core-shell

structure, in which the sodium-rich phase occupies the shell of the particle

while the sodium-poor one is situated in its core. The core shape appears

rst that of the geometry of the particle, and then develops to spherical in

order to minimize the area of the interface. In contrast to the isotropic SRL

regime, in the single-phase region stresses still exist due to the concentration

gradient in the particle, see cavg = 80.123%.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the 3D microstructure and the corresponding maximum principal

stress σI as functions of cavg during sodium insertion for the isotropic BDL regime.

3.1.3. Anisotropic surface-reaction-limited dynamics

How do the microstructure of the phase separation and the stresses

evolve when Na moves rapidly along the [010] migration channels but has

negligible diusivity in other directions? We rst study the anisotropic SRL

regime where surface reactions are much slower than Na diusion in the

[010] direction but Na diusion in the [100] and [001] directions is negligi-

ble. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the 3D microstructure and the corre-
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sponding maximum principal stress σI . The system is in a homogeneous

state at the beginning of sodium insertion. Once cavg gets close to around

6.03%, which is a little bit earlier than for isotropic SRL, sodium-rich islands

rst nucleate around particle corners of the [010] surfaces, and then the

Na2/3FePO4 nuclei develop quickly along [001] but exhibit much slower ex-

pansion in other directions in the [010] surfaces. Similar to the isotropic SRL

regime, such expansion anisotropy comes from the anisotropic mist strain.

When cavg approaches 9.692%, which is much earlier than in the isotropic

SRL regime, NaFPO displays the dynamics of single wave propagation along

[010]. During the single wave propagation period, the phase boundary shows

nearly a at morphology instead of the curved interface of the isotropic SRL

regime. This is attributed to the 1D diusion channel along [010] such that

the intercalation-wave uniformly moves along [010]. The phase boundary

thus moves in such a way that it is perpendicular to each channel.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the 3D microstructure and the corresponding maximum principal

stress σI as functions of cavg during sodium insertion for the anisotropic SRL regime.

The lling of Na ions proceeds through the motion of this phase bound-

ary until the intercalation-wave reaches the top [010] facet. When cavg ap-

proaches 57.157%, an intricate phase morphology is formed with a ”singular

point”, and then the phase segregated state quickly shifts into the homoge-

neous state. Similar to the isotropic SRL regime, the single-phase region is

almost stress-free due to the absense of any concentration gradients.

3.1.4. Anisotropic bulk-diusion-limited dynamics

When Na diusion in [010] direction is much slower than surface re-

actions but Na diusion in the [100] and [001] directions is negligible, the

shrinking-core structure is not formed in the anisotropic BDL regime. Both

the shape of the interface morphology and the diusive dynamics are altered

by the anisotropic diusion, as shown in Fig. 6. At the beginning of inser-
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tion Na atoms quickly pile up at the complete top and bottom surfaces since

the inserted Na atoms do not have enough time to diuse inside the particle

along [010]. NaFPO then displays the dynamics of double wave propaga-

tion: the two sodium-rich islands at the [010] surfaces gradually grow along

[010], and the phase boundaries always go all the way across the particle.

When cavg approaches 67.059%, the two sodium-rich domains not only meet

each other at the [001] surfaces but also coalesce inside the particle into an

hourglass-like sodium-rich domain. This is due to the fact that the Na atoms

are conned to 1D diusion channels along [010]. As insertion proceeds, this

hourglass-like sodium-rich domain gradually expands at the expense of the

sodium-poor domain around it. At the end of phase segregation just before

the system enters the single-phase region, small sodium-poor islands remain

located at each [010] side, see cavg = 85.347%. Similar to the isotropic BDL

regime, in the single-phase region stresses still exist due to the concentration

gradient in the particle.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the 3D microstructure and the corresponding maximum principal

stress σI as functions of cavg during sodium insertion for the anisotropic BDL regime.

3.1.5. Comparison of four dynamic regimes

In contrast to the intercalation-waves, including single wave propagation

and double wave propagation, the core-shell structure of NaFPO is extremely

energetically unfavorable, which can be veried by the plot of the system free

energy shown in Fig. 7a. Here, the system free energy from the core-shell

structure is even above the dimensionless multiwell potential. Furthermore,

single wave propagation along [010] is more energetically expensive than that
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along [100], even though the latter has a larger interface area due to its

curvature. This is related to the anisotropy of deformation and elasticity,

which will be discussed later.

The maximum solubility limit is over 2/3 within two-phase coexistence

even in the SRL regimes, see Fig. 7b, which matches the experimental ob-

servation based on Rietveld renements of synchrotron operando XRD data

[65]. This is related to stress assisted diusion in the sodium-rich phase [39].

As expected, the maximum solubility limits at the phase segregated states

are always bigger in the BDL regimes compared to the SRL regimes, and a

maximum miscibility gap is achieved in the isotropic BDL regime.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of four dynamic regimes. (a) Normalized average system free energy

Ψ̄avg and normalized multiwell potential ψ̄mwp as functions of cavg and c̄, respectively. (b)

Solubility limits and (c) the highest value of the maximum principal stress max σI and

the lowest value of the minimum principal stress min σIII as functions of cavg.

Now we focus on the stresses in a NaFPO particle during the insertion

process for these four dynamic regimes, as shown in Fig. 7c. For the SRL

regimes, the maximum compressive stress magnitude is reached when phase

nucleation is initiated, and the maximum tensile stress is reached at the end

of phase segregation just before the system enters the single-phase region. For
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example, the maximum tensile stress is located at the ”singular point” of the

intricate phase morphology, see cavg = 61.239% of Fig. 3 and cavg = 57.157%

of Fig. 5, respectively, for the isotropic and anisotropic SRL regimes. Similar

to the SRL regimes, the maximum tensile stress in the core-shell structure

is reached at the end of phase segregation just before the system enters

the single-phase region, which is located at the center of the particle, see

cavg = 73.34% of Fig. 4. Among these four dynamic regimes, the overall

stress levels over a larger period of insertion in the whole particle of NaFPO

are higher in the anisotropic diusion cases, especially for the double wave

propagation structure, although a peak of the stresses at the phase segregated

states is achieved in the structure of single wave propagation along [100]. This

indicates that the phase morphology of the double wave propagation is more

prone to particle cracking and mechanical degradation, and the isotropic

mobility of Na induces a stress reduction behavior.

3.2. Inuence of the anisotropy of mist strain and elasticity

One notable aspect of microstructure evolution is that NaFPO displays

the dynamics of single wave propagation along [100] in the isotropic SRL

regime. But why does the phase boundary not move along the other direc-

tions despite insertion taking place equally at all particle surfaces? We nd

that phase boundary motion along [100] is thermodynamically limited by

minimization of the elastic strain energy, which is controlled by the compe-

tition between the anisotropic mist strain and the concentration dependent

anisotropic elasticity tensor as will be discussed now.

The anisotropic mist strain favors phase boundary motion along [010]

as it will not then introduce a phase boundary plane including the [010] axis
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along which the mist strain is largest. This is well veried through a con-

trol simulation, in which, we consider the anisotropic mist strain but an

isotropic elasticity tensor, see Fig. 8a. The latter is taken from Hill’s aver-

age of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio between FePO4 and NaFePO4.

Furthermore, to study the inuence of elastic anisotropy, a series of sim-

ulations are performed, in which we consider anisotropic elasticity tensors

CFePO4
, CNaFePO4

, and C(c̄) but an isotropic mist strain, see Fig. 8 b-d.

We nd that the anisotropic elasticity tensor CFePO4
favors phase bound-

ary motion along [100], while the anisotropic elasticity tensor CNaFePO4
fa-

vors phase boundary motion along [001]. Finally, similar to the anisotropic

elasticity tensor CFePO4
, the concentration dependent anisotropic elasticity

tensor C(c̄) favors phase boundary motion along [100], since the anisotropic

elasticity tensor CFePO4
plays a dominant role in the early insertion process.

As a result we conclude that the concentration dependent anisotropic

elasticity tensor C(c̄) ”wins” the competition with the anisotropic mist

strain to minimize the elastic strain energy, leading to phase boundary motion

along [100]. This is well substantiated through another control simulation,

in which we increase the mist strain along [010] from 4.7% into 6%. It is

found that, in this control simulation, the anisotropic mist strain ”wins” this

competition to minimize the elastic strain energy, leading to phase boundary

motion along [010] (we do not show this result here). Furthermore, if we

take the anisotropic elasticity tensor CNaFePO4
into account in our model

rather than the concentration dependent anisotropic elasticity tensor C(c̄),

the original anisotropic mist strain ”wins” this competition with CNaFePO4

to minimize the elastic strain energy, leading to the phase boundary mo-
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tion along [010], see Fig. 8e. This is also well supported through a control

simulation, in which, we increase the mist strain along [001] from 3% into

4.45%. This control simulation shows that the anisotropic elasticity tensor

CNaFePO4
”wins” this competition to minimize the elastic strain energy, lead-

ing to phase boundary motion along [001] (we do not show this result here).

This means that the concentration dependence of the anisotropic elasticity

tensor plays a nontrivial role in determining the phase boundary orientation.

All together, it can be concluded that phase boundary motion of NaFPO is

controlled by the concentration dependent anisotropic elasticity tensor and,

to a lesser degree, aected by the anisotropic mist strain.
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Fig. 8. Eects of the anisotropies of deformation and elasticity. (a) 3D microstructure

at cavg = 0.333 assuming an anisotropic mist strain but an isotropic elasticity tensor

taken from Hill’s average of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio between FePO4 and

NaFePO4. (b-d) 3D microstructure at cavg = 0.333 assuming an anisotropic elasticity

tensor CFePO4
/CNaFePO4

/C(c̄) but an isotropic mist strain. (e) 3D microstructure at

cavg = 0.333 assuming an anisotropic elasticity tensor CNaFePO4
and an anisotropic mist

strain. (f) 3D microstructure at cavg = 0.4 in the anisotropic SRL regime where the in-

plane diusion is activated (D11 = D33 = 0.01D,D22 = D).

Another notable aspect of microstructure evolution is that the phase

boundary moves along [010] in the anisotropic SRL regime, even although the

concentration dependent anisotropic elasticity tensor favors a phase bound-

ary motion along [100]. At rst glance it may seem that anisotropic mist

strain ”wins” this competition in the anisotropic SRL regime to minimize the
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elastic strain energy, leading to phase boundary motion in the [010] direc-

tion. This is not veried through a control simulation in which we consider

a concentration dependent anisotropic elasticity tensor but an isotropic mis-

t strain. It is found that, in this control simulation, the phase boundary

still moves along [010] (we do not show this result here). Indeed, the Na

atoms are strictly conned to 1D diusion channels along [010], such that

the full blocking of the diusion channels along [100] and [001] leads to a

phase boundary motion along [010]. This is well illustrated through a con-

trol simulation, in which the diusion channels along [100] and [001] are not

fully blocked (D11 = D33 = 0.01D,D22 = D), and the [010] particle surfaces,

only, are still taken to be in contact with the electrolyte. It is found that

the phase boundary moves along [100] in this control simulation, see Fig. 8f,

which matches the isotropic SRL regime. In this case, anisotropic elastic-

ity controls phase boundary motion, even although diusion along [010] is

still much faster than in the other two directions. Therefore, the pure 1D

Na diusion channel plays a more dominant role in phase boundary motion

than elasticity, and single wave propagation along [010] is in a kinetically

arrested state, rather than the thermodynamically energetic minimum. As

a result, as shown in Fig. 7, it is energetically more expensive for single

wave propagation to occur along [010] compared to that along [100], even

though the latter has a larger curved interface area. A possible way to attain

low-energy phase boundaries along [100] is via an antisite defects-actuated

in-plane diusion mechanism where in-plane diusion normal to [010] is ac-

tivated. Such defect-actuated out-of-1D diusion has been veried by both

modeling [55] and experiment [56, 57] in olivine LiFePO4. Fig. 8f shows
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that a small amount of in-plane diusion permits phase evolution into this

structure that minimizes the elastic strain energy. However, this mechanism

is not possible in defect-free olivine NaFPO4, where only 1D diusion along a

specic crystallographic channel direction is allowed. We suggest that char-

acterization of the orientation of the phase boundary could be a potent way

to predict the existence of antisite defects in NaFPO particles.

4. Conclusions

We have established a virtual multiscale modeling chain to construct an

anisotropic electro-chemo-mechanical phase-eld model based on DFT sim-

ulations for NaFPO of NIBs. In this way, the model accounts for phase

changes, electrochemical reactions, anisotropic diusion, anisotropic mist

strain, and anisotropic elasticity, as well as the concentration-dependence

of the elasticity tensor. First-principles calculations show that NaFePO4

exhibits a pronounced elastic anisotropy with a signicantly larger elastic

constant c22 compared to the other elastic constants, leading to pronounced

elastic anisotropy. The multiwell potential of NaxFePO4 for the full range

of concentration is determined based on the calculated open circuit voltage.

We investigate how diusion kinetics and crystal anisotropy inuence 3D mi-

crostructure evolution of NaFPO, and capture four dierent phase-separating

dynamics.

Our simulations in surface-reaction-limited regimes predict the genera-

tion of a kinetically arrested state of single wave propagation along [010] with

a at interface morphology, which is induced by a 1D Na diusion channel

rather than by competition between the concentration dependent anisotropic
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elasticity tensor and the anisotropic mist strain. The low-energy phase

boundary orientation of single wave propagation along [100] with a curved

interface morphology can be obtained by an antisite defects-actuated in-

plane diusion mechanism, even for a small amount of in-plane diusion.

Phase boundary motion along [100] is thermodynamically limited by the

minimization of elastic strain energy, which is controlled by the concentra-

tion dependent anisotropic elasticity tensor and, to a lesser degree, aected

by the anisotropic mist strain. As for fast surface reactions, in contrast to

the classical shrinking-core structure from the isotropic diusion case, double

wave propagation along [010] is observed when Na atoms are conned to 1D

diusion channels. We nd that the structure of double wave propagation

is more prone to particle cracking and mechanical degradation as a result of

the higher overall stress level. It is suggested that characterization of the

orientation of the phase boundary could be a potent method to predict the

existence of antisite defects in NaFPO particles.

More generally, the calculated elastic and electronic properties can pro-

vide signicant input for the future study of NaFPO (see the Supporting

Information for the calculated electronic properties). The virtual multiscale

modeling chain, which combines an anisotropic electro-chemo-mechanical

phase-eld model and DFT calculations, is general and can be adjusted to

other phase separating electrode materials for studying 3D microstructure

evolution. Beyond NaFPO, we envision that the virtual multiscale modeling

chain may present an opportunity to identify material compositions having

desired phase behavior with better mechanical stability and thus better bat-

tery performance by defect-actuated out-of-1D diusion of an intercalation
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electrode material.
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